Think you've got the UI design skills to wow over 100 million users each month? Then BEZELHUB wants to hear from you. We're looking for a senior designer that can create world class user interfaces that visually amaze but are simple to use.

**YOU WILL**
- Help ensure the usability and appearance of the site is world class
- Play a key role in the visual design of new features launching on the site
- Strive for design perfection but love to release and iterate

**REQUIREMENTS**
- Solid portfolio: A history of launching top notch web interfaces
- Passion about the space: You love the world of design and are always keeping on top of the most recent design and usability improvements
- Can-do attitude: Will go the extra mile to launch the best possible design
- Ability to solve design problems, not just paint pretty pictures
- This isn't a coding role, but we'd expect a familiarity with HTML, CSS, AJAX, jQuery, etc.

Send us examples of some of your design accomplishments and why you want to join the BezelHub Team.

Contact Jeremiah Brown at jeremiah_brwn@yahoo.com if interested.